Lorrie Molent
Supporting the global ASI community since 1984

Lorrie,
Congratulations on your retirement from government service. It has
been my privilege to work with you, and my pleasure to have you as
a friend for over 30 years.
Your unmatched ability to foster international engineering collaboration has been of enormous
benefit to all operators of F/A-18 aircraft; the professional relationships formed will continue to
benefit the F/A-18 and F-35 communities for decades to come.
Your guidance of the development of state of the art advanced fractographic analysis and
measurement capabilities, combined with your unified model of crack initiation/crack growth
behavior convinced even skeptics (like me) that, despite the relative success of classic Safe Life
and Damage Tolerance methods, a better, more realistic approach could be reached. Your
frequent consultations on urgent airframe issues as they arose were invaluable to me and many
others in the Tactical Airframe Structures community. Your unwavering commitment to
structural integrity contributed significantly to maintaining safety of flight, our shared ultimate
goal.
Sorry the situations will preclude an appropriate level of festivities, including my participation. I
held out hope for joining you in Bali last month right up till they cancelled reopening in 2020.
I wish you all the best in your future endeavors, and hope our collaborations (and an occasional
Bundy) will continue when circumstances permit.
Warmest regards and greatest respect,
Rick
Rick Ryan,
Branch Head, Tactical Aircraft Strength,
Naval Air Systems Command (Retired)

Please pass along the USN regards and congratulations on retirement to Lorrie. His knowledge, passion and
drive will be missed not only in the FISIF community but within the greater USN structures community. The
contributions he has made to F/A-18 International Structural Integrity Forum (FISIF) as well as the USN’s
F/A-18A-D life extension program were invaluable to maintain the Legacy Hornet’s mission capability
status. On a personal note, he has supplied me with some of the best travel stories I get to tell…you know
the one Lorrie, Doug S. is still looking disheveled and trying to find his passport after a night partaking in
Spanish wine with you.
Please stay in touch, we will miss him very much and all the best.
JH
John C. Hill
PMA265 DAPME/DCHENG
Platform Sys Eng Div
Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division
john.c.hill@navy.mil

I want to wish Lorrie Molent a happy, healthy and long retirement.
Lorrie's accomplishments are too long to list, but here are two BIGGIES:
1. Lorrie has been a fantastic collaborator and communicator who has shared his wisdom and experiences
worldwide for the solution of structural integrity problems in airframes and aerospace systems;.
2. Over the last 15 years, Lorrie has utilized his and his organization's experiences in component testing to
clearly identify the importance of statistically characterizing material and aging damage on the life of
aircraft structures. He has brought new knowledge to the international community for methods that
characterize and model material damage during early growth under fatigue loading; and as a result has
successfully tied the durability approach to the damage tolerant approach for protecting aircraft structural
integrity.
Joseph P. Gallagher, USAF Structural Integrity Advisor (retired)

Lorrie,
Congrats on a great career! You have been instrumental in advancing aircraft structural integrity
requirements, practices, and methods for the aircraft structures community world-wide. We will miss your
expertise, enthusiasm, and of course, your wonderful sense of humor. I enjoyed our friendship over the
many years and I hope we stay in touch to hear about your continued adventures.
Sincerely,
Chuck Babish
USAF Aircraft Structural Integrity Technical Advisor

Lorrie;
Well, I hear you're about to join the ranks of the leisure class. Welcome! Actually it's just like working
except that you have a whole lot more latitude choosing what to do. This freedom can be intimidating
(easy to do nothing), but you've always marched to your own drummer, so I have no doubt you'll surmount
the current medical challenges and thrive in the newly opened design space. Enthusiasm and independence
are characteristics I've always admired about you (don't let it go to your head).
I won't dwell on lasting memories of the things we've accomplished or the fun we had (or your inexplicable
fondness for damage tolerance). Avis and I just want to thank you for the positives you bring to our lives and
to wish you and Cathy the very best for the coming years. If you EVER want to talk airplanes (or anything
else, but especially airplanes), just drop me a note.
Best Regards;
Don and Avis Polakovics
NAVAIR Structures (Retired)

Lorrie,
CONGRATS on retirement!! The F18 community is certainly going to miss you! Thanks for all the great FISIF
discussions and fun over the years. This is a tough year to retire, but I hope you find a way to enjoy more
time with family and friends.
Take care,
Jim
Jim Elgie | F/A-18 FST Readiness Structures Engineering
NAVAIR North Island KF25200
James.Elgie@navy.mil

Dear Lorrie,
Wishing you hearty congratulations upon the conclusion of an outstanding & accomplishment-filled career
at DST and, perhaps, upon the initiation of your “next chapter” and the adventures it will bring.
Others will undoubtedly cite and thank you for your contributions to the field of aircraft structural
integrity. I add my appreciation to theirs, for you have certainly improved the entire aerospace community’s
knowledge of structures and its ability to ensure the safety of military aircrews and commercial crews &
passengers worldwide.
More importantly, though, I thank you for being a valued friend, trusted colleague, forthright critic, and
superb host.
Here’s a “virtual toast” to you and your “second career” - may it be long, happy, and healthy!
Very Best Regards,
Larry
=========================

Lawrence M. Butkus, Ph.D., P.E.
Chief, USAF Airworthiness Office (AFLCMC/EZZ)
Work: lawrence.butkus.1@us.af.mil
Home: butkus_2@us.af.mil

Wow!!!
The MAN the Myth, the Legend of Supersonic Particle deposition is retiring!
Lorrie has broadened our thought process, our minds and of course our wine selections.
He is an extraordinary individual and has an impact on everyone that the meets.
Thank you for the wisdom and encouragement.
All the best ALWAYS!
-Beka
Rebeca A. Nixon | PMA 257 Deputy Chief Engineer
NAVAIR | NAWCAD Systems Engineering
e-mail: Rebeca.Nixon@navy.mil

Lorrie,
G’day mate. Congratulations on your retirement. I hope you have a very long and happy retirement with
your family.
It is my view that you have been a beacon on aircraft structural integrity for many years now. You are
recognized worldwide as an authority on aircraft structural safety and service life. It has been my pleasure
to know you down through these years. I have the greatest professional respect for your work and
viewpoints. You have a unique fun loving, wonderful personality mixed with the mind of a scientist. There
are many excellent stories about you and your adventures and I’m sure many more to come!
I am raising a pint of Fosters to your retirement. I hope we can do that again in the future. Please accept
my most sincere wishes for happiness in the future.
Your ol’ mate
Bob Burt
F35 Structures Lead, Lockheed Martin (retired)

Dear Lorrie,
CONGRATULATIONS on an outstanding, distinguished career! You have been a key contributor to the
advancement of fatigue and fracture mechanics, and both a staunch advocate, and authority on the diligent
application of these technologies to ensure aircraft structural integrity.
I wish you all the best as you start your “retirement” and embark on your next adventure.
I look forward to seeing you if your adventures bring you to the northern hemisphere at some point, or
perhaps down under, if I am able to make it back to Oz. The latter would be better because I think you owe
me a VB.
Sincerely,
Dale Ball
Lockheed Martin Fatigue Fellow

Of course, no one can forget Lorrie’s tremendous contributions to aviation (thanks!). I will always remember
Lorrie as a great friend and someone who always brought joy to the ones around him 😊. Happy retirement,
Lorrie!!!
Stay Safe & Healthy!
Waruna
Waruna Seneviratne, PhD
Director – ATLAS
Sr. Research Scientist – Composites & Structures
National Institute for Aviation Research (NIAR)
Wichita State University, 1845 Fairmount Street, Wichita, KS 67260-0093
waruna@niar.wichita.edu

September 29, 2020

Re: Retirement of Lorrie Molent (2020)
It is indeed a pleasure for me to write this letter of congratulations on the occasion of Lorrie
Molent’s retirement. I know he will be busy during his “retirement” program and activities with
his family and other personal activities and keeping his mind alive with many of the vexations
facing us related to improving structural integrity of aircraft.
I first met Lorrie during the 1990’s and immediately loved his devotion to improving our aircraft
communities’ desire to enhance the understanding of issues connected with Structural Integrity
(SI) of aircraft. Lorrie has been interested in the structural integrity of both airframes and engines.
In my experience over nearly 60 years of being involved in these concerns I have met few
engineers or scientists who have been concerned with both of these issues.
Some of my recollections of interactions with Lorrie were in ICAF (International Committee of
Aeronautical Fatigue) and the various publications he was involved in and also his representation
of the activities of Australian operators who were concerned with SI matters of aircraft. I was not
only very impressed by his technical knowledge but also his desire to understand the total lifing
process for improving SI of all types of aircraft and their critical components. He has undoubtedly
added a great deal to the improvement of SI of not only those Aircraft flown by the Australian
Military and commercial operators but has been an extremely positive influence on improving SI
of aircraft throughout the world. I have enjoyed his publications and reports a great deal over
nearly 30 years now.
Lorrie has been interested in the details of both safe life and damage tolerant approaches to SI
based design with original emphasis on fatigue and fatigue crack propagation. As time went by
this clearly led to more interest on his part related to the total lifing process of various critical
aircraft components.
We began interacting more extensively over the last ten years on matters of crack nucleation
mechanisms and “short” crack fatigue crack propagation. He has recently published on topics
related to numerous issues concerned with these important matters. He also has published
important new information using detailed analysis of fracture surface events on aircraft
components.
Lorrie has taken an extensive interest in the HOLSIP (Holistic Structural Integrity Processes)
related to activities I helped develop and lead for nearly 50 years. Lorrie and I have been
interacting extensively recently on some of the basics of the total life cycle related to life
estimation and validation of aircraft components. A critical paper he wrote published in 2014
stated the paper included “crack information including crack initiating discontinuity size and
type”. The ideas expressed in that paper and those of his other recent papers are similar to recent
activities of HOLSIP and I am hopeful he will continue his pursuits along these lines in the future
even though the pandemic has slowed us down a bit in recent months.

The perspicacious analysis Lorrie and colleagues have recently done of those mechanisms of
material degradation that may lead to crack formation/nucleation and subsequent propagation have
led to greatly improved understanding of the life cycle degradation processes of aircraft
components to date.
Even though Lorrie is retiring from his regular job in Aerospace Division/DSTG now I am very
hopeful he will continue his pursuits related to understanding crack nucleation and propagation in
aircraft structures and assist in developing more reliable life estimation systems to improve
structural integrity of airframes and engines and other matters.
Hopefully Lorrie also will enjoy his family a great deal in future years as many of us who are
fortunate enough to get to “retire” do. May his days be filled with much enjoyment and of course
extremely good health. I feel very privileged to have known Lorrie and interacted with him on
occasion in person. I look forward to continued interaction with him in the future.
Very truly yours,

David W. Hoeppner, P.E., Ph. D.
Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering
And Director Emeritus, Quality and Integrity Design Engineering Center,
University of Utah
Salt Lake City, UT, 84112 USA
(UU email): Hoeppner@eng.utah.edu
(Home email): dhoeppner@comcast.net

Dear Lorrie,
I was informed that you are preparing yourself for the next chapter in life. I couldn’t
believe it as you look much younger than myself! At least your energy at work and
open-mindedness makes me think so.
So in case I’m wrong and you really looks much younger than you are, these few
words are for you:
It’s been great working with you over the past 15 years. You have not only been a colleague but also a
mentor for me. Switzerland made a huge step in understanding structural issues thanks to your
collaboration; this will never be forgotten. I will personally remember all the FISIF meetings we did
together and the tips and tricks you’ve passed my way.
You have been an inspiration to us all. So thank you very much for your years of hard work and dedication
to the international F/A-18 community, and congrats for the next chapter in life!
I’m sure you’ll be more active than ever! If it would not be the case, please let me know; the railway
industry is missing good leaders and engineers. If trains are not sexy enough for you, I can imagine that
Air USA has good job opportunities...
You’ll be missed!
Michel Godinat
Leiter Fahrzeugbeschaffung und Flottenmanagement
SBB AG
Division Infrastruktur
Einkauf, Supply Chain und Produktion
Hilfikerstrasse 3, 3000 Bern 65, Schweiz
michel.godinat@sbb.ch / www.sbb.ch

The whole Swiss F/A-18 team thanks Lorrie Molent for his tireless engagement in the F/A-18 International
Structural Integrity Forum (FISIF) and more generally for his tremendous contribution to the F/A-18
structural integrity. Lorrie was acting as a leader in the F/A-18 international community and will leave a big
gap behind him. Lorrie, with his enormous experience in crack growth and testing, contributed largely to the
success of many ASI programs (not only the Australian one!).
We will miss Lorrie surely in the FISIF community as a high skilled technician but as a good friend too!
We wish him and his family all the best for the future and are looking forward to hear from his retirement
plans.
Swiss ASI team, especially Mirco Figliolino, Raphaël Rigoli, Etienne Girard, Ramon Nebel, Andreas Uebersax,
Mark Weber
RUAG & Armasuisse

If my memory serves me right, I met Lorrie for the first time in the latter
part of 1990’s – I think it was in USAF ASIP in San Antonio, TX. I was there,
trying to learn and network with people who work on ASIP, and especially
on F/A-18C/D ASIP – those were the times we (at VTT) had started working
on FINAF F-18C/D ASIP (we started with FINAF primary trainer Vinkas and
jet trainer Hawks in 1995 when Kari Renko approached my then-boss Matti
K. Hakala).
So, there was this guy from Australia, giving an excellent presentation on Hornet ASIP stuff. After his
presentation I approached, introduced myself and we immediately – I mean right there – noticed that our
chemistries worked well, same kind of dirty humor, and especially he knew soooo much of F/A-18s’
structural lifing (+ many other fighter a/c types).
Time went by, but not for long. FINAF’s Kari Renko took me to my first visit to IFTWG (1998), and sure
enough, Lorrie was also there. That IFTWG visit started “officially” my trips to IFTWG and then FISIF, in
anticipation to help support FINAF and Patria in FINAF F/A-18C/D structural lifing activities (it is all here).
Over the years, while meeting in other USAF ASIPs and especially IFTWG/FISIFs, I learned a lot from Lorrie
and we indeed shared same ideas & opinions about ASIP stuff. Over the years Lorrie and I became good
friends. Excellent times were had, many beers consumed, many stories told and good laughs together
voiced. I got to visit his home (FISIF Melbourne twice – in one at least Riku Lahtinen was there too). During
the first visit to his house I got to meet his wife Cathy and kids (Alexander & Natasha) and we completed
one ECP on his wall (mounted Lorrie’s old surfboard on the wall and Lorrie says it is still there ☺). Lorrie
visited a couple of times my home, first in Espoo and later in Ojakkala (Pasi Greus was there too when we
lived in Espoo). My wife still remembers the “cactus” Lorrie brought to her (it was an ananas). Such good
friends, that I was delighted when he invited me to join and together celebrate the 60th birthday; the plan
was to meet in Bali (this month, this year), but Covid-19 shit hit the fan (not to mention that I could not
afford the trip, as I was in Thailand with my family in November 2019).
I am truly looking forward to meet Lorrie again in future, to continue where we left. Congratulations Lorrie,
for an amazing career, and big thanks for our Friendship!
Aslak
Aslak Siljander, Ph.D.
Customer Account Lead, Aerospace & Defense
HX focal
VTT TECHNICAL RESEARCH CENTRE OF FINLAND LTD
POB 1000
FI-02044 VTT, Finland
Email: aslak.siljander@vtt.fi

Lorrie,
You are one of the most inspiring persons in the field of
Aircraft Structural Integrity that I have ever met. Apart
from your professional way of thinking about the
structural matters, and gazillion number of publications, I
most likely remember you as an Inspirer, as a Duracell
Bunny, as a Lecturer, as a Human, and most importantly,
as a very good Friend - if you will.
If I recall correctly, our paths crossed first time in 2003 on
a way to Tampere FISIF meeting, when Aslak and I picked
you up in front of Hotel Grand Marina. Since then, we
have met at least in ICAF2005 in Hamburg (see attached
photo as a smoking gun), and numerous other FISIF- and
ICAF-meetings, lastly in ICAF2015, in Helsinki - Years, full
of so many good memories. I really miss the opportunity
to work with you at DSTO, but at least we and you tried. I
also remember well the visit at DSTO that you kindly
arranged and supported after the hectic FISIF2009 week
in Newcastle.
So, after a few decades, it’s your time to turn the new page in your life. I really wish you relaxing times whatever
you are about to do, and wherever you may roam. If you are visiting in Finland, please let me know. I’ll arrange
some recreational time including some beer, or something…
Cheers Mate!
-Tomi

I learned to know Lorrie in ASIP conferences and F/A-18 IFTWG meetings in the late 1990’s and in the
beginning of 2000’s. Already then Lorrie was greatly popular and respected among the participants of those
forums - and for a reason: Lorrie’s vast knowledge combined to a great charisma made everyone to like him.
For me it has been a great honor to get to know you, Lorrie. Congratulations and thank you for your
remarkable career in the field of Aircraft Structural Integrity! Wishing you all the best for the next 40 years ☺
-pasi
Pasi Greus
LtCol (Eng), Chief Flight Test Engineer
Finnish Air Force Air Combat Centre

Dear Lorrie,
Lorrie,
Thank you for your long and valuable contribution
for the FISIF community. Wishing you much joy &
happiness as you begin a new chapter in your life.
Best Regards,
Captain Henri Lehtinen
Finland F/A-18 Liaison Officer
Fleet Readiness Center Southwest
North Island, San Diego, CA
E-mail: henri.lehtinen.fi@navy.mil /
henri.lehtinen@mil.fi

Words can't express how grateful I am for
your contribution to FISIF and to Finland.
For the time period I had the privilege of
being a FISIFer YOU were the heart and
soul of this community.
br,
Kalle Vaaraniemi
Finnish Air Force

On the occasion of Loris Molent’s retirement I have many fond,
indeed precious, memories of my involvement with him. Under my
stewardship of the Hawk Structural Integrity for BAE Systems UK, via
being the Structures Technical Authority / Principal Structures
Engineer on Hawk , I have had the pleasure of meeting many other
Structural Authorities from many companies and countries
Government Structural organisations, but few have the ‘presence’ of
Loris.
I have known Loris for many, many years, both via my long association with DSTG and also via his many
papers published and presentations given in worldwide forums. I have been involved with DSTG, and also
with it under its previous ‘names’ DSTO, AMRL, for many years, starting in the early / mid 1990’s on the
PC-9 and continuing from around 1999 / 2000 with the Hawk project. These have included annual visits
to DSTG at Fishermans Bend, Melbourne. During the majority of these years I have had the pleasure and
privilege of knowing Loris.
Loris has been almost an ‘ever present’ in his various roles giving excellent service to the Australian
Aviation Structures world. He is perhaps not as large in physical stature as some! But he is immense in his
character, his continuous energy and enthusiasm and with his willingness to help brings his vast knowledge
and experience to the table.
He makes friends and admirers wherever he goes, and the many projects that he has been involved with,
including F-111, F/A-18, Hawk, and others have all benefited greatly from this involvement.
His presence on the International Stage at the many Forums he has attended / presented at has also
contributed much to the worldwide understanding of his chosen topics, including but not limited to
Fatigue, composites, structural testing, Supersonic Particle Deposition, etc.
Perhaps most of all, he has contributed in a willing, cheerful, and positive manner. Although on Hawk
there were at times some fraught problematical times, as with all aircraft structures, there was always these
aspects present!
We have had the pleasure in the past too of some excellent socialising, with a few beers involved it has to be
said! Unfortunately the current ‘very strange condition of the world’ has meant that my planned visits on
holiday to Australia have had to be postponed, but I do hope that in the future sometime Loris and I can
meet up again!
I wish Loris well, and may his ebullient manner continue in his retirement, although I think the word
‘retirement’ to Loris, I am sure, will not mean an idle, doing ‘nothing’ existence! I hope that he settles in as
I have done since my retirement in April 2019, and that he thoroughly enjoys it!
Bob Young

Lorrie,
It has been a pleasure to work with you over the last few years, and share a few drinks at times. Hope you
have a well-deserved, long and happy retirement.
All the best for the future.
Richard Aaron
Structures Group Leader
LIF FSFT Team
BAE Systems – Air
E: richard.m.aaron@baesystems.com

We send our best wishes in the name of the Spanish Air Force to Lorrie
Molent in this new stage of his life. We consider ourselves fortunate to have
met him and to have been able to count on him, with his vast knowledge and
fantastic personality, both at FISIF and at the conference in which he
participated for the training of our air forces. We will miss him very much
and wish him well.

Our best regards from the SpAF,
Col. Blanco, Lt. Col. Elvira, Maj. Fraguas, Cpt. Jara, Sara and Jaime
Spanish Air Force
MALOG/DIN/SUICA/SACAM
American Fighters Section
email: jelvser@ea.mde.es

FISIF PMM 2014 – MADRID

Lorrie always found a way to make ASIP related topics captivating. We
always enjoyed his presentations because he was positive, enthusiastic
and would inspire one to think beyond the classical approach. He
spawned many interesting discussions at FISIF.
People that had to interact with him would agree that his creativity and passion was contagious. We will
always have good memories of those nights out drinking beer with friends from all over the world.
Be proud of your past and enjoy this new chapter in your career and life,
Your FISIF friends from Canada.
Cheers Mate,
Eric Dionne
Dept of Defence

22 September 2020

Lorrie Molent
Principle Research Scientist
EL2 S&T7
Head, Emerging Aircraft Structural Integrity, DST Group, Aerospace Division

Dear Lorrie,
You have made a significant contribution to the safety of flight around the world through your
dedicated hard work over your career. The National Research Council of Canada (NRC)
Aerospace Research Centre / National Aeronautical Establishment, Structures Group
engineers and scientists past and present would like to thank you for your many technical
contributions to aeronautical fatigue and world science.
We at NRC are going to miss having you represent DSTO / DSTG with your great passion as
it is so contagious. It will be difficult for DSTG to find someone to replace you with someone
as well rounded in the field of aircraft structural integrity and damage tolerance. Lorrie, you
are an accomplished speaker, reliable liaison to the engineering community, and a recognised
world leader in aircraft fatigue monitoring and airworthiness. From the days of the
International Follow-On Structural Test Programme (IFOSTP) to the present, your
personality, humour, scientific leadership, experimental research, innovation and
communication have been both motivating and entertaining. We always appreciated your
frank approachable advice, and assistance as a major technical contributor to the F/A-18
IFOSTP and F/A-18 International Structural Integrity Forum (FISIF), as well as to the TTCP
and NATO AVT communities.
It has been a great pleasure to work with you and we thank you for all that you have done,
from the development of new fatigue interpretation and prediction models, wing defect
investigations, coordination of fatigue tests, fractography investigations; and research into
fatigue nucleation from production discontinuities, like the pre-IVD treatment issue that still
plagues us to this day in Canada.
Congratulations on your final escape from the stressful Government bureaucracy, rules,
budgets and meetings. Though we must say that some of those international meetings were
rather fun, including playing broom ball with a contingent of Aussies in the Laurentians one
cold afternoon after our meeting to get some exercise.

We at NRC, your friends in the Great White North, hope you have a long and happy retirement
Down Under, and that you are ready to start enjoying the next priority on your bucket list.
Hope to see you travelling……(after COVID)…….our Shout next mate!
Stay Safe.
Bob

Robert S. Rutledge, P. Eng.
Internet: bob.rutledge@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca
Aircraft Structural Test Project Manager - Research Council Officer.
SMPL Laboratory M-14, Aerospace Research Centre
National Research Council, Canada
1200 Montreal Road, Ottawa, Ontario, K1A 0R6
Government of Canada

G’day Lorrie,
…and indeed a good day for you (although you have always been
independent anyway) but a sad day for the rest of us. Your retirement will
leave a gap that will be hard to fill. You have raised the bar for all of us
with the work that you and your team have conducted on aircraft
structural integrity in all its facets.
I specifically recognize that the F-16 Wing Damage Enhancement Test that we conducted for the RNLAF
would never have happened without the vision that you propagated and the guidance that you provided
in the many papers that you have written and the discussions that we had. Thank you for that.
And saddest of all: conferences will never be the same without the candour, wit and quality of your
presentations.
Lorrie, I wish you all the best in your post-DST life and I hope to see you again sometime in Australia or
wherever your future travels will bring you.
Marcel Bos

Dear Lorrie,
I can’t remember how far back in time we’ve bumped into each other the first time, but looking back it
seems ages. We met mostly at ICAF symposia and other fatigue-related conferences, which I really enjoyed.
You always had that pleasant mixture of jokes and fun with serious discussions on fatigue and how to tackle
it in practice. What I admire mostly on the content is how in a community that basically all adopted fracture
mechanics and Paris curves, you started referring to early work before that, demonstrating with data from
full scale tests that better solutions have been with us long before. Short cracks, long cracks? Nah, just the
wrong method…
It inspired me to look back that far as well, which made me realize that current practice using fracture
mechanics and Paris curves for fatigue basically violates physics, in particular the physics that Griffith
initially started with. Now in continuous communication with Rhys Jones, I’m trying to make clear how
similar metals and composites are in fatigue, if you look at it from a physics’ perspective. Obviously, I’m not
done yet, but hey, I still have some years to go… ☺
From a practical point, thank you for hosting a number of our students in your organisation. Arranging our
student internships through you was really easy (very much appreciated!), and the students without
exception all enjoyed it to the fullest.
What else can I say? You deserve your time off, though I hope we’ll find occasions to run into each other
again, or at least excuses to stay in touch. I wish you great days to come, joy, pleasure, and happiness with
your family and beloved ones. Take care mate!
Cheers,
Professor René Alderliesten
DELFT

LORRIE AND PAUL PARIS
ECF21 2016 - CATANIA

Dear Lorrie,
Thank you very much for giving me my first taste of what structural integrity management and sustainment
is like in the real world. It's not quite as neat as my textbooks and lecture slides would have me believe :).
Your passion and energy for understanding and managing fatigue are and will be an inspiration to me. I
wish you all the best for what comes next and hope we will stay in touch.
All the best,
John-Alan Pascoe

A personal recollection
As I remember, my first professional contact with Lorrie Molent dates from September 2006 when
we (Liesbeth and I) visited OZ for family and work-related reasons, specifically the Structural
Integrity and Failure Conference in Sydney. At that time, after more than 30 years of fractographic
analysis of fatigue fracture surfaces, I considered myself reasonably competent to contribute to the
topic of fatigue crack nucleation (then usually called ‘initiation’ by engineers) and crack growth in
aircraft structures and components. However, the opportunities to discuss with Lorrie, Simon Barter
and Noel Goldsmith during and after the Conference (at the DSTO) were revelatory. I realised that
I still had much to learn!

Simon, Liesbeth and Lorrie at the SIF Conference dinner
The contact with Lorrie and Simon led to two significant consequences that have had major
influences on my last years at the Royal Netherlands Aerospace Centre (NLR) and, more
importantly, our collaborating in research. Firstly, Simon came for a one-year stay at the NLR
(January 2008 ‒ January 2009). This resulted in an award-winning paper on the use of marker loads
for quantitative fractography (QF) of fatigue crack growth, presented by Simon at the International
Committee on Aeronautical Fatigue (ICAF) Symposium in Rotterdam, May 2009. Secondly, at Lorrie’s
instigation I was invited by Dr. Ken Anderson for a six-month stay as a Visiting Scientist at the Air
Vehicles Division (AVD) of DSTO. This visit took place from November 2009 to May 2010, one year
after my retirement from the NLR.
The stay at DSTO, under Lorrie’s stewardship, proved very productive for all concerned, and
particularly for me, effectively extending my professional life in collaborations that have continued
to the present day. For this I am especially grateful to Lorrie, and also to Simon, Noel, and several
other DSTO colleagues, of whom I have good memories. Indeed, both Lorrie and Simon have
become much-valued and respected friends.
Our collaborations have resulted in several jointly authored journal and conference papers, book
chapters, two SpringerBrief books, and a one-day failure analysis course tailored for presenting to
the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF), as well as for general distribution in the form of a PPT. Our
most recent collaboration has been the SpringerBrief on fatigue crack growth analyses. This draws
heavily on DSTO expertise, and especially the applicability and use of the Lead Crack Fatigue Lifing
Framework, for which Lorrie has been largely responsible. I had the privilege of preparing the
SpringerBrief, which benefitted greatly from Lorrie’s and Simon’s inputs.

In all our joint activities Lorrie has been an enthusiastic, indefatigable (immune to fatigue?), sharpminded, and critical yet always friendly colleague, from whom I have learnt a very great deal and
whom I am grateful and proud to call a friend.
Liesbeth and I wish Lorrie, Cathy and their family well, and look forward to maintaining our contact
with them.
Russell Wanhill, September 2020

Lorrie. Mate.
Literally, words fail me….but I’ll do my best; as you deserve!
Firstly, on behalf of Defence, Air Force and DASA, my sincere
thanks for your lifetime of dedication, passion and
commitment.
Over the last 25+ years, I have seen you and your team generate extraordinary outcomes for
Defence….and have fun doing it!
Two things stick out most in my mind, your ability to create a vision and execute a plan to achieve
it; and your ability to see potential in people (where others have not) and enable them to be stars
in their own right. I especially congratulate you on your contribution to Australia’s tactical fighter
and strike capabilities. These fleets are more safe, available and cost effective due to your skill and
effort. Whilst Defence is a team sport, every team needs leadership…and you have delivered this in
spades. In all, you have been a great leader across DSTO, the wider Defence, with international
partners and also academia. Awesome job and a brilliant career. Whilst it would be unfair to
single out any particular accomplishment (other than the saving of $400M), I am in no doubt that
our greatest Air Force and DSTG achievement was beating the Canadians at broomball during the
1999 IFOSTP TRM at Mont Gabriel, Quebec. What a comeback…what a team!!
Now; as a friend and colleague, you have my deepest respect and admiration. You have been a big
part of my career and thank you for your unconditional friendship, support and humour. We
shared the heady days of IFOSTP, IFTWG, FINAL and FISIF….these were the golden years of ASI.
What a time to be a structural integrity engineer. What good friends we shared (and still share),
both Australian and across the world. You just had to be there to understand the mix of science,
engineering, passion, ego…and fine food. As I look back, these are some of the finest moments of
my professional career, and I thank you for being such a huge part of it. So, it’s hard to believe the
dream is almost over…it’s time to hand over to the new generation; let them have chance to
experience what we have. All the best to you and Cathy, as you set a new course. You have always
enjoyed life to the brim, and beyond…and I suspect this will not change much.
Nic also says hi, and sends her love. Your great friend, Jason.
Regards. J
Jason Agius
Air Commodore
Director General
Defence Aviation Safety Authority

Lorrie,
A scholar, a gentleman, and an appreciator of the finer things in life…thank you for the substantial and
valuable contributions you made towards progressing ASI management in Defence. Your passion, drive and
sense of humour will be missed. Congratulations on a stellar 40 year career of dedicated service to Defence.
Cheers and all the best for life after DSTG,
Darren Hahn
OIC ASI RAAF

Hi Lorrie,
My congratulations on your long standing career within Defence and achievements in supporting Australia’s
(RAAF) Combat Aircraft and the underlying Aircraft Structural Integrity Program. I say this not from just a
tactical point of view, but I acknowledge your insight and input to development of the underlying strategic
concepts that reflect on the system we have today. Your enthusiasm, drive and commitment to these programs
was a major force in determining their success.
I have enjoyed working with you over the last 22 years in support of the RAAF Hornet platforms, mainly Classic
but with some Super Hornet elements. With the Classic Hornet fleet withdrawing from service in the near
future, it is appropriate that you now choose to head off into retirement.
I have at times marveled at your capacity to resource (fund) and implement structural testing programs,
including your capacity to creatively name these programs.
Over your time at DST, you have managed to travel the globe in support of the RAAF Hornet fleet and the
underlying programs. I think your international travel funding was structured as part of these programs’
baselines and may have been the key to your enthusiasm.
I admire your academic contribution, professionalism and consider you a trusted colleague. I count you as dear
friend and I value that friendship highly.
With sincere congratulations on achieving this milestone, sit back and take time the smell the roses, laze in the
sun at Sorrento or whatever takes your fancy; you have earned it. I will not have the opportunity to travel to
Melbourne for this auspicious occasion, but will send my thoughts via this message instead.
Remember that people want to help you, your task is to provide them the opportunity.
Kind Regards,
Steve Jones
Classic Hornet Sustainment Manager

Lorrie,
Congratulations on your retirement after a long and distinguished career! Your dedication to Defence, your
passion for engineering excellence, and your tenacity to get the job done are second to none. It was a great
pleasure and a privilege to be on the same team with you. Somehow, I suspect you are not going to rest on
your laurels now, so wishing you more successes for the next phase of your career from hereon.
My best wishes to you and Kathy.
Albert Wong, DST (retired)

Lorrie,
Congratulations on your well-deserved "retirement", enjoy every minute of this new chapter of your life,
confident that you will get to do the many things you had to put aside for some time.
Pier
Professor Pier Marzocca
PhD, FIEAust, CPEng, EngExec
Acting Deputy Dean (Research and Innovation)
 pier.marzocca@rmit.edu.au

Lorrie
Congratulations on a simply amazing career at DST (and all previous names). Many years ago, Henry
Millicer described our group of aspiring aeronautical engineers as “rowdy but switched on”. You have
certainly lived up to that description. Your energy, drive, enthusiasm and output over the years has been
incredible. You should be extremely proud of your achievements and record. Well done, and have a great
time with whatever comes next.
Cheers
Kev
Kevin Walker PhD
Senior Principal Engineer
QinetiQ Pty Ltd
Level 3, 210 Kingsway
South Melbourne VIC 3205
Australia
KFWalker@QinetiQ.com.au

Lorrie,
You are a LEGEND. What a career. You made yourself a name in defence, industry and academia,
WORLDWIDE! What an achievement. Never mind the countless successful projects and publications. Thank
you for the many pieces of advice, for your tremendous support throughout the years, and for lighting up the
many social networking events! I have fond memories of all of that. It has been an absolute pleasure working
with you. All the very best for the next chapter in your life. I know we’ll stay in touch, and I’m looking forward
to it! ☺
Juergen.
Juergen Moews
DCENGR (AERO)
QinetiQ
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